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Ellen Spence

During the past year attending Wheaton College, Ellen’s activities both in and out of school have been
that of both student and teacher. She volunteers as part of the set up crew for DEAF and Hard of
Hearing events, Aftertaste, assists vendors for Wheaton’s weekly farmer’s market, and also helps to
teach her fellow archer’s about proper equipment use. Ellen has successfully completed her freshman
year of college, is in the Wheaton’s Ambassador Program and says: “In the future I plan to pursue
academic studies within a field that allows me to continue to grow as a student and future job holder.”

Elizabeth Dickerson

Elizabeth has been very busy with college life at the University of Saint Joseph with a double major of a
Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts degrees. Along with excelling in her studies and rehearsals for
the NSJ Choir, she finds time to continue with volunteering in her community and archery. “I have
found that when I focus first on enjoying the moment and second on the competition, I not only shoot
better, but make lifelong friendships as well.”

Tyler Brush

An upstanding young man in his community, Tyler spends many hours in the fundraising and
organization of events to help improve the quality of life for many. While attending Naugatuck Valley
Community College he still finds time for archery. “Participation in archery has taught me valuable
lessons such as, focusing on objectives, quiet confidence and an understanding of my true abilities.”
Tyler’s goal is to earn a Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering Technology from Pennsylvania College of
Technology.

Jared Hall

An Engineering degree, serving his country, and serving his community are some of the goals that Jared
has set for himself. A young man of exceptional drive and enthusiasm, he continues to amaze those
around him with his leadership and time management skills. Jared now shoots archery at local events to
stay connected with friends and the archery community for the fun of it. Presently he is attending the
Maine Maritime Academy

Natalie Chew

“One of my proudest achievements is that I have managed to maintain my core interests for the past
few years despite some fairly large changes in my life.” Attending Harvard University, becoming
president of the Harvard Crimson Archers, and joining the Circle of Women are just a few changes that
Natalie has made during this past year along with a full class load. Natalie is continuing on her path to
make difference in the world through her pursuit for human rights equality.

